Intelligent Stockrooms

eTurns TrackStock Manage

Mobile app for tracking usage of stockroom and truck inventory
eTurns TrackStock Manage automates inventory replenishment in stockrooms and trucks using
phones, RFID or sensor bins. TrackStock Manage includes all the benefits of TrackStock Replenish,
which is our mobile ordering app, plus the ability to track consumption and manage consignment.
eTurns TrackStock offers 3 levels of automated replenishment
TRACKSTOCK
REPLENISH

TRACKSTOCK
MANAGE

TRACKSTOCK
OPTIMIZE

Scan barcodes to reorder or count

Track usage. Know quantity on hand.

Optimize point-of-use inventories
using analytics

Mobile App (IOS, Android)

Mobile App

Mobile App, RFID, SensorBins

Includes:
• Unlimited users, items, suppliers
• Simple reporting
• Barcode label designer
• QuickBooks integration
• Certification: SOC II Type 2
• Easily upgrade to TrackStock
Manage or Optimize

Includes everything in Replenish,
plus:
• Track usage, jobs, orders,
receives and quantity on hand
• Work order signature and
image capture
• Advanced reporting: customize
and schedule 73 reports
• Quick Lists, transfers, staging,
serial #s, lot #/dates
• Alerts Dashboard with analytics

Includes everything in Manage,
plus:
• Min/Max Tuning Dashboard:
calculates what each item’s
Min/Max should be based on
recent usage, then quantifies
cash savings and reduced
carrying costs
• Kitting
• Requisitions
• Project spend limits
• Tool crib management
• Asset maintenance tracking

Benefits:
10x faster than e-commerce
Decrease errors, stockouts,
overstock
1 app to reorder from any
supplier
Reduce PO costs by up to 90%

All the benefits of Replenish, plus:
Real-time visibility of on-hand
status
Collect AR faster with job photos
Use consigned inventory
Be proactive with email alerts
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All the benefits of Manage, plus:
Reduce inventory and costs up to
73%
Analytics show potential cash
savings

www.eturns.com

Manage inventories to reduce stockouts

Scan items as they are used. The app records the usage and continually compares the quantity on hand with the minimum, and triggers an automated
order up to the maximum.

Track consigned or customer-owned inventory with ease
TrackStock Manage works for consigned or customer-owned inventories.
Managing consigned inventory is easy with eTurns because we capture all usage transactions, allow the distributor to invoice accurately, and provide one
set of books for reconciliation for the end-user and distributor.

Manage inventory on service trucks

Create work orders, snap a photo of the beginning and end of the work,
and get a signature. Manage parts from any supplier from our supplierindependent app.

Reduce procurement by 90%

eTurns sends automated orders when replenishment is triggered, preventing
the need to type and fax POs. Plus, the same order that is automatically sent
to the supplier for replenishment becomes an import template for the end user’s accounting department to import into their business system, eliminating
all data entry. QuickBook integration is included.

Manage serial and lot numbers, and expiration dates
Manage serial number inventory. Receive email notification before lot
numbers and expiration dates expire.

Get email alerts on 73 customizable reports, such as:

Reports to order approvers that include the list of items being ordered that
need to be approved. Approve/reject button included in the email.
Reports about current orders to suppliers
Reports about item usage and inventory turns
Reports on expiring items

Free 30-Day Trial. Very simple setup.

Fill out our form with: list of items, name and address of stockroom
We’ll set things up and send barcode labels
Download the app from Apple or Google Play
Scan to order, count, use or receive
Enjoy our free 30-day trial with training and support

Irvine, CA 92612

eTurns is the proven leader in automated replenishment of stockrooms
and trucks. We have more than 1,700
customers, including: Anixter, Graybar, Gexpro, Rexel, Tesla, SpaceX,
Cisco, Intel, Rolls Royce, Shell,
Northrop Grumman, General Atomics, Siemens, University of California
at Davis, Ambulnz, Smilebuilderz,
FastMD and others.
“eTurns has live capture of parts
usage, unlike our JD Edwards ERP.
With eTurns on our 75 service
trucks, we decreased line items
from 315 to 170 and inventory
from $20k to $14k on each truck.
eTurns helped bring our carrying
costs from $1.6M to $875K, for a
savings of $725,000 a year. We
reduced our 8 people in procurement to 3 and redeployed those
people to dispatch and customer
service.”
—Carlos Echazabal, Sr. Director of
Operations, Service America
“If the customer didn’t have
eTurns, we could not control the
consigned inventory at the customer’s location. eTurns provides
a great way to record the parts
the customer used so we can bill
them. Without it, we would have
a lot more confusion and negotiations with customers.”
—Ignacio Valdes,
Supply Chain Manager, Anixter
“We were using a manual process...
The value of our inventory on
hand was north of $75,000 when
we started using eTurns; now we
have around $20,000 sitting on the
shelves. The drain on my time has
been significantly reduced and
continues to improve.”
—Brian Galowitz, Manager,
Lakes Region EMS
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